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Abstract: Cloud computing has become associated more and more runic within recent years. However, 

each rationalization of cloud computing and its terminologies don’t reach an excellent variety of beginners 

in IT sectors. This paper is a layout of the literature analysis and includes the proposals and discussions 

relating to cloud computing and its networks. It introduces cloud computing in conjunction with its 

evolutionist’s tipple. The paper conjointly explains the details and classifications of the ideas related to 

cloud computing, and their light weightight-weight on the advancement in cloud computing and its potency 

in numerous fields. The identify numerous business sectors wherever cloud computing has been wide 

adopted in distinction to the different sectors have that has not nevertheless reaped its benefits. The paper 

compares and contrasts the varied cloud computing applications like DropBox, Google Drive and 

SkyDrive, associated follows an elaborate discussion regarding SkyDrive, hybrid cloud computing and also 

the approach it's influencing management methods in Indian industrial sectors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few years, cloud computing has been receiving a lot of attention as a brand new computing 

paradigm for providing versatile and on-demand infrastructures, platforms, and computer code as services. Cloud 

computing as the name suggests could be a technology through an exchange of knowledge and computer code 

management may well be done through “virtual “means [14]. As in different programming languages additionally, 

virtual technology is employed to attenuate the hold and increase the speed of operations. Cloud computing 

permits users to use engineering while not the installation in their computers. It allows users to access their files or 

information from any pc having an online association. Cloud computing provides additional economical 

computing by centripetal information storage, process, and information measure. This technology focuses on 

virtualization of the host server or the most dominant pc. This server acts as a communication network through 

that info may well be shared. the data is kept, retrieved and shared as and once needed through a widespread 

world platform. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The following square measure the analysis queries self-addressed during this paper: 

 How a lot of is cloud computing adopted in IT sectors, government agencies, faculties and colleges? 

 How a lot of is cloud computing rising through the past few years in terms of recent technological 

development? 

 What square measure the applications and details concerning varied services provided by corporations 

supported cloud computing? 

 Which cloud computing application has big selection of options and also the best choice for public use? 

 How will hybrid cloud be used in massive and medium scale industries? 

This study may be a qualitative and chemical analysis of cloud computing and its adoption and application in varied 

sectors of economic companies. The analysis may be a important literature review supported secondary information. 

This paper emphasizes on summarizing the varied facts together with application of cloud computing in real-world 

model. Specifically, with the exception of reviewing studies that directly address cloud computing, this systematic 

review conjointly covers general computing and IT journal papers, conference proceedings, books, industrial white 
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papers, and technical reports stored, retrieved and shared as and once needed through a widespread international 

platform. 

 

III. EVOLUTION OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

Evolution of cloud computing started throughout 1980’s from the advanced and extended roots of data Technology 

(IT) sector [4]. With the emergence of network and net technologies within the 1990’s, users may connect their PC’s 

with alternative computers and servers to exchange info and documents further on use remote applications [10]. 

however still a standard server or a key wasn't rising for sharing info on a world platform. 

In early 2000’s, with the support of latest technologies like internet two.0 and distributed computing , users will get 

accessed to a collection of external associated shared laptop resources through associate electronic grid over an local 

area network or the web. Cloud laptop came into image depiction associate IT service model, that delivers a 

collection of convenient, on demand and configurable computing services and resources to purchasers over a 

network during a self-service fashion, freelance of device and site service supplier interaction. 

 
Figure 1: Distribution of cloud computing services 

 

IV. HYBRID CLOUD COMPUTING 

Both non-public and public clouds square measure economical and comfortable enough in their fields, but, 

throughout giant scale development method and sharing agendas, there's a demand for additional specific and 

broad accessed sharing of {data of knowledge} and data [10]. A hybrid cloud computing model deals with the 

cross or intermixing of personal and public cloud for an additional distinguished and economical operating of 

clouds. Within the simplest terms, the hybrid model is primarily a personal cloud that enables a company to faucet 

into a public cloud as and once needed for sharing of knowledge. This model provides a additional economical 

suggests that of keeping knowledge and applications secure. But in distinction to a strictly public cloud model, the 

hybrid cloud will offer a better level of security for sensitive knowledge and instances wherever firms square 

measure laid low with industries and monetary laws. This is often the foremost utility orientating technique and 

most used model within the business orientating sectors. The cloud model permits firms to regulate the number of 

computing power used supported their individual fluctuation in actual usage. thus for firms that have tons of 

variation in their computing desires, a hybrid model makes them a lot of faster by employing a public cloud for 

times wherever additional computing capability is required. Generally, adding public area to a company’s cloud 

model could be aa lot of easier proposition than growing its non-public cloud to fulfill mounting desires. During 

this means, a hybrid is additional price economical in providing world –class computing power that's on the 

market anytime, anyplace while not as massive a budget commitment as a personal cloud. There square measure 

numerous ways in which to fix a hybrid cloud. This includes choice of the specified applications and alternative 

services to be interconnected with the cloud technology and distribution and sharing of knowledge. 
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End users 

Figure 2: Hybridization of the private and public cloud computing in one unit which provides new sharing 

methodology to organizations. 

 

V. APPLICATION AND ARCHITECTURE 

Hybrid clouds provide the price and scale edges of public clouds, whereas additionally providing the protection and 

management of personal clouds. In hybrid cloud, a corporation provides and manages some resources in-house and a 

few out-house [15]. 

 

5.1 Case Study on Hybrid Cloud Providers: Virtual Mware 

Hybrid Cloud Services from Virtual malware and Virtual Mware Virtual Cloud Air Network Service Supplier 

Partners area unit designed on the muse of Virtual Mware Vsphere. Applications are often Written, Deployed and 

Managed on the Underlying Virtual Sphere Platform that gives Security, responsibility, And Performance almost 

like the present Virtual Mware Infrastructure [16]. 

 

5.2 Hybrid Cloud Use Cases 

Increasing development and innovations within the cloud atmosphere results in work on some conditions that will 

improve the cloud infrastructure. Betting on the user or purchaser’s necessities the workloads are often evaluated 

to maneuver to a hybrid cloud [15] [17] [18]. 

 

A. Development/Testing 

Examples: Application development and pre-production testing 

 To satisfy the requirement of the developer for an associate degree swift, dynamic surroundings to 

develop and take a look at applications. 

 To cut back the value to check surroundings for reflective of lower performance and accessibility needs. 

 To contour application immovability take a look at production environments. 

 

B. Extend Existing Applications 

Examples: Email, collaboration software, data analytics, and business intelligence 

 For migrating prepackaged applications to a hybrid cloud that's compatible with specific knowledge 

center, while not coding or reconfigurations. 

 To delegate the hosting of prepackaged applications to refocus its resources on comes with higher price 

and a lot of complicated wants. 

 To liberate existing on-premises resources and workers for a lot of price additional comes. 

 

C. Disaster Recovery 

Examples: Secondary backup and Archiving Site 

 To avoid the steep expense of replicating the setting that is protected to a different web site of a core it. 

 To stop service disruption during a single-site it preparation. 

 To utilize an inexpensive remote storage facility over a completely synchronous situation, to be leveraged 

within the event of service disruption. 
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D. Modernize Enterprise Applications 

Examples: Traditional three-tier architecture applications such as java 

 To support essential applications during a cloud setting with high levels of security, performance, 

handiness and compliance. 

 To shield sensitive information onsite and transfer non sensitive information and application tiers to 

hybrid cloud. 

 To host virtual desktops having services that simplifies delivery of windows desktops and applications to 

any device, anywhere. 

 

E. Create Next-generation Applications 

Examples: Cloud native and mobile applications based on development frameworks, such as spring and ruby on 

rails 

 To support essential applications during a cloud setting with high levels of security, performance, handiness 

and compliance. 

 To shield sensitive information onsite and transfer non sensitive information and application tiers to hybrid 

cloud. 

 To host virtual desktops having services that simplifies delivery of windows desktops and applications to any 

device, anywhere. 

 

VI. ADVANTAGES OF HYBRID CLOUD OVER PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CLOUD 

 The capital expense of the organization’s infrastructure is reduced; all the requirements area unit 

outsourced to public cloud suppliers [15] [17] [18]. 

 As the requirement for investment is removed, there's a reduced cost; therefore resource allocation is 

improved. 

 At completely different stages of the lifecycle of application the infrastructure value is reduced. Offers 

each the controls out there during a non-public cloud preparation in conjunction with the power to apace 

scale mistreatment public cloud. 

 Cloud-bursting is supported. 

 Increases chance from the power to leverage public clouds, therefore overall structure gracefulness is 

improved. 

 

VII. SOLUTIONS FOR SECURITY ISSUES IN HYBRID CLOUD 

With the increasing use of cloud, the information keep in it will increase and therefore the security, privacy and 

authentication of data is very important. The storage of the information at the side of transfer of information to 

totally different platform and users could be a tedious and sensitive task. If there's any information run happens it 

should cause ruinous results. 

Hence, given below are few strategies or techniques for interference of {the information the info the information} 

loss and leakages with data security as main motive [18]: 

Technique Description 

Data Handling Mechanism  Confidential data is classified 

 Geographical location of the data is defined 

 Policies for data destruction is defined 

Data Security Migration  Personal data is encrypted 

 Sensitive data avoided in cloud 

Standardization  Standardization should be maintained while data tracking and handling 

Accountability  Data loss, leakage or privacy violation in business may be dangerous 

 Audit needed in each step to increase trust 
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VIII. SKY DRIVE V/S GOOGLE DRIVE V/S DROP BOX 

There are varied applications that are designed taking cloud computing as a platform. The widely used 

applications are particularly SkyDrive, Google Drive and Dropbox. Given below may be a transient comparison 

between these applications, thus on conclude for an additional easy and effective application for users. 

 

8.1 Drop Box: 

 Free storage provided is 2GB. 

 Extra 500 MB for suggesting people to Dropbox. 

 The maximum space can be 20 GB. 

 Used in windows, MacOS, android, black berry, Linux and iOS. 

 Packages of 100 GB at app. Rs 500, 200 GB at Rs.1000 and 500 GB at Rs.2500 monthly. 

 The annual package saves 17% of money. 

 Supports Microsoft Office files, Apple Work files, audio/video files, images, and PDF files 

 Groups can be formed ranging from 5 to 50 members. 

 Flexible centralized management. 

 

8.2 Google Drive 

 Free area of 5GB. 

 Readily accessible at the side of Gmail account. 

 Used in windows, Mac OS, iOS and automaton. 

 Supports Adobe artist (.AI) and Photoshop (.PSD) files, Autodesk AutoCAD files and ascendible Vector 

Graphics files 

 Additional area starting from 25GB to 16TB. 

 Packages of 25GB at app. Rs. 125, 100GB at Rs. 250, 200GB at Rs. 500, 400GB at Rs. 1000, 1TB at Rs. 2500, 

2TB at Rs. 5000, 4TB at Rs. 10000, 8TB at Rs. 20000 and 16TB at Rs. 40000. 

  

8.3 Sky Drive: 

 Cheapest of all services. 

 Free storage of 7 GB. 

 Used in windows, MacOS, iOS and Android. 

 Supports music and video files like. MP4,. WMV and Power Point files. 

 Additional packages available for 50 GB, 100 GB and 200 GB. 

 High speed compared to others. 

 More user-friendly attracts a wide range of users. 

From the higher than-mentioned options and packages, SkyDrive looks to be an additional wide used and price-

effective choice for the general public whereas; a drop box is most fitted for business or industrial functions. Sky 

drive has varied options which will be used handily on a daily basis to day basis with high-speed technology. 

Hence, we tend to choose a large description concerning SkyDrive keeping into mind the usability of an enormous 

state of affairs. 

 

IX. SKYDRIVE 

Sky drive is Microsoft software package formally called Microsoft SkyDrive. it absolutely was earlier called Windows 

Live SkyDrive and Windows Live Folders. it's essentially a file hosting service that permits users to transfer and 

synchronize files to cloud storage and so access them from an internet browser or their native device. it's a 

neighborhood of the Windows Live vary of on-line services and permits users to stay the files non-public, share them 

with contacts, or create the files public. in public shared files don't need a Microsoft account to access. Microsoft 

another a brand new facility on the SkyDrive technology of accessing photos and videos in public shared on the cloud. 

the most important advantage of the SkyDrive service is its storage capability. It offers 7GB of free storage for brand 
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new users and, for one year, a further 3GB of free storage to students. This service will simply be downloaded from any 

source freed from value. Moreover, Microsoft provides numerous different services related to the SkyDrive which 

might be downloaded by defrayment restricted quantity. 

 
Figure 3: SkyDrive storage plans 

 

X. ADOPTION OF CLOUD COMPUTING IN VARIOUS SECTORS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

10.1 Asian Countries 

Cloud computing has been verified to be a massive technological advancement in numerous industrial sectors [2]. 

However still there are numerous sectors that have left cloud computing untouched perhaps because of the varied 

technicalities related to its usage. Given below is that the statistics regarding the cloud computing and its usage in 

IT sectors. 

 
Figure 4: A graph on the experience of IT professionals on cloud computing 

Cloud computing has been evidenced to be a colossal technological advancement in varied industrial sectors [2]. 

However, still there are a unit varied sectors that have left cloud computing untouched perhaps because of the assorted 

technicalities related to its usage. Given below is the statistics concerning cloud computing and its usage in IT sectors. 

 

10.2 Western Counties 

Apart from the widespread technological developments in western countries, cloud computing has additionally up to 

a massive dimension as well as its broad usage in firms, colleges, and different government sectors [3]. 

 
Figure 5: Statistical data of the growth of cloud computing from 2011 to 2012 in western countries. 
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This survey information represents the share of adoption of cloud computing in western countries. Among firms, 

tiny firms have adopted cloud computing the foremost. Among colleges, elementary, middle and high colleges 

have adopted cloud computing the foremost. Among government, centralized has adopted cloud computing the 

foremost. once the businesses, schools, government and medical establishments area unit compared it's found that 

firms and alternative organizations have adopted cloud computing to an outsized extent. Cloud computing is 

adopted the smallest amount in medical establishments. this might flow from to varied reasons like service 

responsibility, information security, system users and alternative monetary problems. 

 

10.3 Cloud Computing in large enterprises in India  

Cloud Computing is witnessing robust adoption across the world. 

Personal Use 

Apart from the intensive use of cloud computing in organizations, it's seen that this technology is additionally 

widely utilized in personal levels of the executives. 

 73% IT skilled say that private use of cloud computing in mobile and alternative apps during this manner 

influences the choice of alternative organizations to adopt cloud computing [13]. 

 61% of cloud users agree that worker use of cloud apps/mobile devices is creating their organization 

move quicker to the cloud. 

 68% say that employees’ requests for cloud services have raised over the last 2 years. 

 27% say that operative unit’s area unit shopping for cloud services while not involving IT. 

 66% of IT professionals say their personal use of cloud has influenced their recommendations to their 

organizations concerning moving to the cloud 

 

XI. THE GROWING TREND OF CLOUD ADOPTION 

From its invention to its implementation, there has been a continuing growth in cloud development and 

management. IT corporations and different organizations area units taking varied steps to extend cloud computing 

techniques [12] [13] [14]. From its invention to its implementation, there has been a continuing growth in cloud 

development and management. 

 
Figure 7: Graph of growth, and changes encountered in various sectors of cloud computing. 

 

XII. STATISTICAL DATA OF CLOUD ADOPTION IN INDIAN ORGANIZATIONS 

 
Figure 8: Statistical data of growth of cloud computing in Indian sectors. 
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Most of the IT related organizations are situated in India, hence cloud computing was highly adopted in Indian 

organizations. There has been a significant increase in the percentage of companies using cloud computing in 

2011 to those in 2012 [12][13][14]. 

 

XIII. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

According to the global organization study –“Advances in cloud professional cluster Report- Future Cloud 

Computing”, the long run IT infrastructure is growing extraordinarily in size and non-uniformity. AN increasing 

range of users create use of on-line services of all types and additional and additional applications exploit the 

advantages of knowledge and code outsourcing for improved maintenance and accessibility [2]. 

The results of this study have necessary sensible and analysis implications. Beginners in IT sectors similarly 

because it professionals will use the info} provided similarly because the technical information to create a check 

on the minute details or refreshing the fundamental information to a larger depth. The findings of this study 

conjointly offer helpful and valuable insights to support CEO’s, and in-house IT managers within the method of 

strategic designing and deciding towards booming cloud computing adoption and usage. In analysis terms, this 

study is solely enhancing the previous studies by providing a crisp and overall elaborate summary of cloud 

computing to its adoption and usage in numerous IT sectors and different organizations throughout the globe. This 

analysis conjointly contributes to the prevailing information of cloud computing. 

To promptly solve the issues and forestall recurrences, it's necessary to make a cooperative system between cloud 

computing and client companies. 

 

XIV. CONCLUSION 

In recent years cloud computing has become a spirited and apace increasing space of analysis and development. Cloud 

computing services will give IT practicality to tiny and enormous organizations alike. Through the analysis, it's been 

seen that the SaaS has been tried to be the best in terms of property, information assurance, and money services because 

of the flexibility supplied with the computer code as a service. Recently Google Apps and Zoho workplace area unit 

most widely unfold among numerous cloud services. 

In the analysis of information provided within the paper, it may be seen that the Indian organizations, particularly the 

massive IT sectors have most expeditiously adopted cloud computing, so rising and developing the services for any use 

to different industries conjointly. 

In this article, we have a tendency to started by introduction of cloud computing, types, adoption in numerous sectors of 

organizations, together with Asian and Western countries and therefore the growth of cloud computing since 2011. 

Along with this analysis efforts, we have a tendency to encourage additional insight and development of innovative 

solutions to deal with the assorted open analysis problems that we've known during this work. 

 

XV. FUTURE WORK 

This analysis is going to be continued by the implementation of a hybrid cloud within the academic sector. Initially, a 

public and a public cloud would be developed for every institution; then the project would collaborate with a world 

organization that's operating for the tutorial sector and rising the system of education throughout the world. There 

would be a hybrid cloud which that might be shaped by going the general public cloud of all the Indian academic 

establishments and a few a part of their non-public cloud. This cloud would lean to the coalition, wherever the hybrid 

cloud would be analyzed upon searching for the loopholes within the academic system, suggesting a lot of range of 

innovative courses to the Indian education, and sharing of the study materials, new rising fields, and, areas of analysis. 

This could be a stepping stone to attaining format within the academic system throughout the world with higher 

expedited analysis and information transfer. The scholars moving from one country to different for educational activity 

won't face any quite discrepancies in their studies. 
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